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Outline

• Forcing method
• Upper level temperature biases? The whys and 

wherefores…. 

• Initial single column model results

• Future directions
• GCSS intercomparison project
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Forcing methods
• Randall and Cripe (1999) describe 3 forcing methods 

for SCM:
• Prescribe the total forcing - “revealed forcing”. Horizontal and 

vertical terms (including adiabatic).
• Horizontal advective forcing. Horizontal term and vertical 

velocity or omega profiles.
• Relaxation forcing. Relax T and q to observed profiles.
• Which one to use…?!

• An additional consideration is how to use variational 
analysis output to prescribe the terms - use advection 
of T or s.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
All of these are methods that are, or have been used, to force SCM. The revealed forcing method prescribes the total forcing increments (horizontal, vertical and an adiabatic terms). The most commonly used method (to my knowledge) is to used the dTvadv/dt  from variational analysis and calculate an adiabatic term from the vertical velocity . These two terms are then added to the horizontal terms.The upper panel LHS shows that a large temperature bias is created between 15-20km which grows with time during the active and suppressed periods, gradually reducing towards the end of the simulation.
One forcing method that has been used due to ‘some problems with the forcing data above 15km’ (quote from TOGA-COARE documentation) is to cut off the forcing at 15km. (Maybe it was to fix the temperature bias issue). The upper panel RHS shows that restricting the height of the forcing reduces this temperature bias considerably, although the model does drift over long times.
An alternative method to derive the revealed forcing is to use the dsvadv/dT term from the variational analysis (where s is the static energy). As s is a conserved quantity there is no need to add a adiabatic term and the  sum of the horizontal and vertical ds/dT terms form the complete forcing. It can be seen (lower LHS panel) that the strong positive temperature bias observed when using dT/dt is reduced, in fact in might be slightly negative, and there is still a drift in time.
The final method to force an SCM is the prescribe the horizontal terms of T and q and a vertical velocity and allow the model to calculate the vertical advective terms based on the calculated T and q. The lower RHS panel shows that this method produces the lowest temperature bias of all the methods discussed, although there is still a drift in time. 
The white lines are contours at 4 and 10 K. At some point I was trying to isolate where the largest biases were and these contours were relevant. They’re not really important to anything here!
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Vertical advection of T profiles
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here I am showing how the different methods to calculate the forcing stack up. In the top panels I show the mean vertical temperature  advection increment for two different 5-day periods. In the active period the temperature bias grows in time and during the break period the temperature bias reduces to some extent. In the bottom panel I have just zoomed in on the top plots for 15-22km, the height where the temperature bias occurs.
On all plots the magenta line is the vertical adevction T increment derived from dT/dt. This summed with the red line (the adiabatic term calculated from omega) gives the green line which (added to the horizontal term) is what is prescribed to force the model. The blue line is the vertical adevction T increment when derived from ds/dt. As you can see through most of the atmosphere these two methods of calculating the forcing are basically the same. Above 15 km (bottom panel), however, when deriving the forcing from dT/dt there is a net warming and when using ds/dt there is a net cooling. (I have in fact simulated the ds/dt forcing and a quicklook suggests the clouds are deeper using ds/dt. I guess we might expect this.)
During break conditions (RHS) the forcing is weaker, particularly above 15km (note different x-axis between the upper left and right panels) and the difference between the forcing methods is a lot smaller. We think this is possibly due to problems calculating the forcing around the tropopause (these are partially numerical issues). In the break period the troposphere is higher than the convection, whereas in the active period the forcing interacts around the troposphere and the temperature gradients become important.
NOTE: The middle upper panel IS temperature gradient. You were right the other plot WAS weird. I had plotted the temperature difference and not divided by height! So my xaxis label was right, it’s just the plot was not what I was meaning! I think this plot looks much more right!
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SCM setup
• SCM UM v6.3

• Prescribed horizontal advective tendency of Θ
 

and q, 
prescribed omega.

• Horizontal winds relaxed on 2 hr timescale

• Fixed SST 29 oC

• Simulate 1 control (best estimate)

• And 100 ensemble members
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Ensemble rain rates
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23 Jan 06 24 Jan 06

Passage of MCS

Ensemble SCM reproduces spread in observed 
rainfall.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is a sanity check that the model can reproduce the precipitation distribution spread from which we derived the forcing dataset. During the passage of the MCS the strongest rainfall is observed with the largest rainfall variability. The model does quite well at reproducing the spread during this event. At times of low rainfall (shown here and other times) the model doesn’t do so well but rain rates are generally very low (<<2mm). 

The box plots show 5, 25, 50, 75 and 95th percentiles of the 100 member ensemble. On the left and right of the time (on the x-axis) are the modelled and ‘observed’ rain rates respectively. The blue * is the mean and the red * is the best estimate values. The light blue lines are box plots taking an ensemble of the 5, 25, 50, 75 and 95th forcing datasets only. Here they do an OK job of capturing the spread but other variables show bigger differences in spread compared to the full ensemble.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
On the top LHS I plot the ensemble mean RH (liquid water). Whether or not this is a good solution compared to the ‘observations’ (forcing dataset, bottom centre) or a single, best-estimate simulation is one question that can be answered as part of the intercomparison. For example, we can see during the MCS the model transports more moisture vertically up to 15km and after the MCS the mid-levels are drier than in the observations. However, in addition, ensemble techniques allow us to plot the upper RHS panel - the standard deviation. Here we can see that there are clearly times when the simulated relative humidity is sensitive to the forcing. These times include the depth (or intensity) of the MCS (day 23-24), the transition of the upper level cirrus around day 29 and the mid-level moisture (around 5km) in the suppressed period. 
Investigating the model sensitivity tells us more about the model behaviour compared to investigating a single simulation.
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Forcing method can effect ensemble spread - not so much the ensemble mean.

Revealed forcingHorz. adv. forcing

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here I show the model mid-level moisture and how the sensitivity of the solution is dependent on the forcing method.
The top panel shows the ensemble mean 500mb RH when forced using revealed forcing (from dT/dt blue line), horizontal advective forcing (red line) and ‘observations’ (forcing data, black line). During the active monsoon both simulations under-do the RH and continue to underestimate in the suppressed monsoon. The revealed forcing underestimates more than using horizontal advection forcing. 
The bottom panels shows the timeseries (plumes, think ensemble forecasts!) for the ensemble 500mb RH for the two forcing methods. This is at a height of 500mb (5.6(ish)km) on the previous slide. We can see during the active monsoon high RH with associated variability. After the passage of the MCS all ensemble members go for lower RH dependent on the forcing method. With horizontal advective forcing the ensemble spread grows during the suppressed period. Using revealed forcing the spread is large throughout the suppressed monsoon. This suggests that care must be given to the forcing method as this effects the ensemble solution. I showed previously (my last ARM talk) that the spread using revealed forcing was always large even when started at different times at the start of the suppressed monsoon. The grey lines are the ensemble members with the coloured lines picking out some key members to give an idea of the spread within the plume.
Using the horizontal advective forcing the highest ensemble members are rather ‘unstable’, hence the wandering grey line in the LHS plot. The 99th ensemble member actually blows up during the MCS due, we think, to CFL instabilites This need to be looked at further.
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During MCS model always produces excessive high cloud.

The model high cloud is sensitive to the forcing during the suppressed 
monsoon.

There is insufficient low-level cloud during the suppressed monsoon.

LW Radiation
Ensemble mean RH
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Yes, I’m as sure as I can be that these plots are correct. These are shown for horizontal advective forcing (this is what we have asked people to do!)
Here we are contrasting a single best estimate of forcing with an ensemble simulation.
During the MCS both the best estimate and the ensemble overdo the high cloud, producing low TOA LW. During the suppressed period the best estimate does not have enough high cloud (high TOA LW). There is large spread in the ensemble at during this period with the ensemble mean sitting closer to the observations. Generally in the break period the model is again overdoing the high cloud. (Maybe models have ‘issues’ with high/deep cloud?)
The model maybe does better with the surface downwelliing LW. However, during the suppressed period there is not enough low cloud in the model compared to observations. (I should known it would do this. When I found I had to specify the time evolution of surface temperature, to activate the deep convective scheme, I then got rid of the shallow cloud I had had previously during the suppressed period. The deep scheme is now called, not the mid-level scheme.) 
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Summary

• The method of forcing an SCM needs to be carefully 
considered, particularly in regions of deep atmospheric 
motion, e.g deep convection.

• Ensemble simulations provide and opportunity to investigate 
sensitivities, not just single best estimate solutions.
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TWP-ICE SCM intercomparison
• An ensemble of forcing datasets based on uncertainties in 

observed rainfall provide an opportunity to:
• Investigate model sensitivities in a different SCMs.
• Determine the time evolution of model sensitivities.
• Highlight issues in different convective regimes.

http://users.monash.edu.au/~ladavies/gcss.html
laura.davies@sci.monash.edu.au

Further details:
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